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to bear upon one angular point. The question of infringement is thus
the only substantial one which is to be disposed of upon this appeal.
The projecting portions of the retaining pieces in the defendants' box

are substantially the same as those which are shown in the second claim.
One difference in the slots of the two devices is that the slot of the in-
fringing box is at an angle with the vertical comer of the box instead of
parallel with it. But the straight edge of the projection having also been
altered, so that both the locking edge and the edge of the slot are par.
allel with each other, there is no difference in the mode of operation.
Another, and apparently more important, difference is that a transverse
slot has been added at the upper extremity of the locking slot. This
change raises the question whether the locking in the defendants' box is
not performed by hooking of the flap into the angle in the slot so that
the engagement is at a single point of contact. But an examination of
the box shows that a portion of the defendants' slot is manifestly upon a
straight edgewith the projection, and that the strain is substantially along
this portion of the slot which is parallel with the projection, and that
the idea that the is caused by the hooking of the projection into
the angle of the slot, though attractive at first sight, is not sustained by
the facts. We concur with the' circuit court upon the question of
fringement)aud its order is affirmed.

DEDERICK v. SElGMUND.

(OW-cult Oourt of Appeat8, Serond OW'cutt. July 90, 1899.)

P4TBNTS I'OR INVBNTJONS-LIMITATION OJ' CLAIM-BALING PRESSEIS.
In letters patent No.232,4oo, issued September 21, 1880, to Albert A. Gehrt fol'

an improvement in baling presses, the inventor describes a means of arresting the
backward motion of the traverser, by the top press planking to be inwardly
adjustable means of a set screw, so as to Impinge upon the traverser, and grad-
ually check Its motion. He also suggests that the same result may be accomplished
bi" permanently narrowing the planking. Hetd, that the patentability of these de-
Vices is of a very low order, and the second claim, which covers" a friction plate or
pressure contrivance for applying friction to the traverser to retard its backward
movement, " is entitled only to a narrow construction.

Appeal from the Circuit Court of the United States for the Northem
District of New York. ...
In Equity. Suit by Peter K. Dederick against Carl Seigmund for in-

fringement of a patent. The court below dismissed the bill. 42 Fed:
Rep. 842. Complainant appeals. Affirmed.
Melville Ohurch, for complainant.
George H. Knight, for defendant.
Before LACOMBE and SHIPMAN, Circuit Judges.

SHIPMAN, Circuit Judge. This is an appeal from the decree or the
circuit court for the northern district of New York) which dismi1:ised the
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bill inequity,foulldad upon the infringement of
letters patent NO'i232,400, .dated. September 21, 1880, to Albert A.

for an improvement in presses for baling hay. The portion of
the patented improvement which is involved in the record of the case
consists<in the means which the patentee provided for resisting the back-
ward movement of the traverser, so ·.as to prevent a shock to the frame
Or other part of the machinery. . The description of this portion of the
invention which the patentee gave in his specification is as follows:
.. In presses of this class the traverser is reversed by the reaction or back

expansion of the.pressed material, and ordinarily with sllch force as to cause
a severe shock to the f1'8lQe and powE-r connections. To rempdy this defect.
I apply more or les8 friction to the traverser during its backward movement,
and tIJU!! stop its motion gradually. Various instrumentalities may be em-
ployed in carrying out this idea, but I prefer to adjust the lining or planki ng,
E, by means of an scl'ewor screws. S, so as to cause it to bear
upon the top of the upper rear extension of the traverser, as shown in Fig. 1.
By operaling the screw., tlile lining or planking can be made to bear more or
less tightly, as will ber/ia<lily understood. The lining or planking may be
made permanently contrllcted, if desirj:ld, and the same result be produced."
The secorid arid third claims relate this portion of the device, and

are as follows:
"(2) In a baling press, in which the traverser is reversed in whole or in

part by the reaction or back expansion of the pressed material, Ii friction
plate or pressure contrivance for applying friction to the traverser to retard
its backward movement and prevent shock, substantially as described. (3)
The combination, with the traverser having the rearward extension, of the
lining or planking, and the set screw for adjusting the same, substantially as
described, for the purpose specified. " .
The second claim is the only one which is alleged to have been in-

fringed.
thl:) patentee wished to embody in wood and iron was

the gradaalstoppage althe motion of the traverser during its back-
ward rnoyement by means of the application of friction. The instrn-
1l1entalitieswhich he selected were, 'first, a brake, which consisten of a
portiorio{tqe top of the press box, made adjQstable by means
of a setSCfew, so as to.canse the planking to bear upon the top of the
rear extension of the traverser during its backward movement. This
combination is described and claimed in the third claim. The second

was the combination with the traverser of the press
planking made permaneqt1y contracted or narrowed, so that the same
kind and amount of friction shall always be brought to bear upon the
traverser. The seconddlaim can properly be construed to include, in a
baling press of the rebounding traverser type, the described pressure
contrivance, consisting of the adjustable of the press box or
the permanently contracted planking. In the defendant's device, an ec-
centric upon the top of,rthe' prees regulates rods extending from the ec-
centric to upright rods on the sides of the press, which bear upon the
ends of small brakes which are hinged, to the end or each side of the
press; Inasmuch as, in this device, friction is not applied by the use
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of planking of the press box, as a brake, but by a contrivance of eccen-
tric and rods, which rods bear upon brakes which are hinged to the
sides of the press, the defendant does not infringe the second claim, un-
less it should be considered so broad as to include a friction plate or
pressnre contrivapce for the purpose named in a baling press of the de-
scribed type, in which a part of the planking is not used as the instru-
mentality by which friction is applied. It is virtually claimed that any
adjustable or nonadjustable pi-essure contrivance for applying friction to
the traverser to retard its backward movement, and prevent shock, is an
equivalent of the means specifiedin the patent. The complainant bases
his contention that the claim should have a broad construction upon
the fact that the patentee was a pioneer inventor of this part of a balinK
press. It is true that, when the invention is of a primary character. a
larger latitude is given to the equivalents which the patent includes than
if the invention was a modification of a well-explored art. In the former
case, devices which operate upon the same principleand perform the
same functions by analogous means are held to be infringements, (Mc-
Cormick v. Talcott, 20 How. 402;) and it is also true that when me-
chanical means are for the first time invented, which enable a law of
science or force of nature to be used so as to accomplish a practical and
beneficial result. such as the Bell telephone. or when an inventor in-
vents mechanical means forcarrying into effect a newly-discovered and
userul principle of operation, like the double carbon of Brush, the in-
ventor's properly drawn patent will include a very wide scope of analo-
gous mechanical means which accomplish the same result. But this in-
vention, though it inay be called a primary one, is not of the character
to which any such latitude can be given. The patentee sought to check
the backward motion of the traverser. It naturally occured to him that
it could be done by applying some sort of a brake, which would slowly
and gradually anest motion. A brake is an old and familiar niechanical
appliance, and is often applied in a very simple way. The patentee ap-
plied it with like simplicity, by causing the top press planking to be in-
wardly adjustable, so as to impinge upon tlte traverser, and gradually
check its motion. He also suggested the primitive idea of permanently
narrowing the planking. The patentability of either of these devices is
of a very low order. Having made this improvement, he broadly
claims in his patent any friction plate or pressure contrivance. and de-
sires to include all the more elabornte alJd ingenious methods of con-
structing a brake which maybe introduced. Such a construction is in-
admissible, because a patented invention of this character. which with
difficulty maintains itilright to patentability. belongs to a different class
from the one to which the doctrine in J/cCormick v. Talcott, 81.tpra. and
kindred cases, applies, and is to receive a narrow construction. The
decree of the circuit court is affirmed. .
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BUClXINGHAH et' al. fl. SPRINGFIELD IRON Co.

(Of.roU'l.t Oourt, N. D. nUnoi.B. April 25, 1899.)
, ,

P4TBlml 1'OR INVBNTJON_NOVBLTY-PLOW BEAMS.
Letters patent No. 231,147, issued August 17,1880, to O. P. Buckingham, for an

improvement in plow beams, consisting of "the combination of an upper and a
lower flange, an upper and a lower fillet, and a concavity between the fillets on each
Bide of the plow beam," are void for want of novelty.

In Equity. Bill by Ebenezer Buckingham and others against the
Springfield Iron Company for an injunction and an accounting.
L. V. Le Mayne, for complainant.
Banning, Banning &: Paywn and WiUiam A. Vincent, for defendant.

BtoDGETT, District Judge. The bill in this case seeks an injunction
and accounting by teason of the alleged infringement of patent No.
281;.147, granted August 17, 1880, to Catharinus P. Buckingham,
'for an "improvement in plow beams." The specifications state the
invention to consist "il1 the combination of an upper and a lower flange,
an upper and a lower fillet, and a concavity between the fillets on each
side of the plow beam." And it is further stated-
"That the objects of the flanges ar&-First,to give strength .to the plow
beam.where the strain is'g,reatest, the tendency of the propelling and resist-
ing forces being to straighten the beam out, producing the greatest strain
at the top and bottom sides of the beam; and, second, by extending along and
against the front and. back edges of the clip, to hold the same firmly in its
place, and prevent its turning on the bolt which secures it to the beam. The
object of the fillets is to furnish a fiat surface against Which the flat-faced clip
can be' plaOl!d" -rendering 'the beam interchangeable with other beams, which
al'tl secured to' the plow by means of flat-faced clips. The object of the con-
cavities is to lighten the beam by removing the metal of the beam from that
part where the strain is least. I do not claim the flanges nor the concavities,
nor a combination o.f thsQl,alone."
The patent has but one claim, which is:
"(I) In a plow-beam, the.comblnatlon of an upper and lower flange, A, A':

an upper and a lower fillet, C, 0'; and a concavity, D, between the f,llets,
sUbstantially as shown, and tor the purposes described."
Defendant. demurs to the bill on the ground that the device is not

patentable"and that such want of patentability appears upon the face
of the patent itself. The court will, from common knowledge, take
notice that it was old, at the date of this patent, to increase the strength
ofm.ef.lll, or: e:v'eo wooden bars or beams, by flanges or ribs, when it was
desired to ,secure strength without too great increase ofweight,
of which, railroad. rails, bUilding and bridge beams
and girders, and a variety of forms of angle iron, in general use for many
years past, furnish a sufficient illustration. The fillets described in this
patent are nothing but a smaller part of the flange so shaped as to fur-
nish a shoulder or seat, against which the clip by which the share is
fasttlned to the beam can rest. The concavitJ' consists in making the


